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Body:

The ballistics stuff was all done and kept at Edgewood arsenal, not at AFIP.  Edgewood turned all of that into 

INSCOM at Fort Huachuca, Arizona in 1993, and INSCOM turned all of it into the Archives some time ago.For 

this reason, I will not call her back and try to get her goat.To:	Douglas Horne/ARRBcc:	Tim Wray/ARRB, David 

Marwell/ARRBFrom:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBDate:	09/06/96 06:08:53 AMSubject: 	Re: Search for JFK Autopsy 

Records at AFIPWhat about ballistics test info?  Wouldn't AFIP have had that?  What additional specific 

searches could you suggest to her?   For example:Mr. Horne:           Did you look under the file labeled 

"goats"?Ms. Anderson:   As a matter of fact, I didn't.Mr. Horne:            Would you check it?Ms. Anderson:     Oh 

my!  There is some information under "goats."                                    What a great idea you had, Mr. 

Horne.To:	Tim Wray/ARRBcc:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRB, David Marwell/ARRB From:	Douglas Horne/ARRB   

Date:	09/05/96 01:47:14 PMSubject:	Search for JFK Autopsy Records at AFIPCALL REPORTDocument's 

Author: Douglas Horne/ARRB       Date Created: 09/05/96   	The Players                                                                                                

Description of the Call                                                                                 Date:	09/05/96Subject:	Search for JFK 

Autopsy Records at AFIPSummary of the Call:Ms. Anderson returned my call.   She says the only JFK autopsy-

related record held by her office is the trip report filed by Pierre Finck after his trip to New Orleans in 1969 to 

testify in the Shaw trial.I asked her if any other records (if there had been any) might have been transferred to 

Suitland or to the National Archives, and she was of the firm opinion that they would not have--that they 

would have been retained by her office, instead, because of the importance of the subject. She said she has 

received numerous FOIA requests over the years, and also an internal request from within the Army in 1993, 

and based on these searches in the past, is quite confident that her office at AFIP does not hold anything other 

than the Pierre Finck trip report for his 1969 New Orleans trip.   END 
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